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Abstract

Software quality and assurance in a software company is the only way to gain the customer confidence by removing all possible errors. It can be done by automatic test case generation. Taking popularly C++ programs as tests object, this paper explores how to create Control flow graphs of a C++ program and generate automatic Test Cases. It explores the feasibility and non-feasibility of path basis upon no. of iteration. First C++ is code converted to instrumented code. Then test cases are generated by using Symbolic Testing and random Testing. System is developed by using C#.net in Visual Studio 2008. In addition some future research directions are also explored.
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1. Introduction

In the industry, test cases are generated manually. This is a very slow process and the human involvement in this process leads to the involvement of human biases. Ultimately, the result is the generation of ineffective and inadequate test cases. Finally, the quality of the software is affected [5].

Automatic Test Case Generation Tool is the answer to all the issues discussed earlier [9]. This test case generation tool develops test cases for a ‘C++’ language program. It automates the unit testing of the software by generating test cases for a program / unit. This automatic test case generation tool use the structural testing [11, 12] and symbolic testing to generate the test cases. The random testing is also be used in this tool to randomly generate values that would be used for identifying the test cases.
There are some challenges in automating test case generation, to be answered:

- What types of methods are there available at our disposal?
- What are the characteristics and underpinnings of different algorithms?
- How to determine which method is appropriate for what type of test case generation task?
- Which methods can be used to make headway in what aspect of the essential difficulties in test case generation?
- When to apply test case generation in software life cycle?
- What should be the inputs for a test case generation system?

2. System Process

This automatic test case generation is developed using C#-net framework on window platform. Various steps for test case are given as:

(1) Automatic test case generation tool would be an automated test case generation system that allows the tester/user to input a ‘C++’ program. It will parse through the program. Based on the internal structure of the program, CFG (Control Flow Graph) for the input program is generated. This will provide a graphical view of the logic of the program.

(2) The automatic test case generation tool will use this CFG generated to generate the CFG matrix. Using this CFG matrix, various possible paths through the program will be identified.

(3) First, the automatic test case generation tool will be implemented using random testing based technique, then it will allow up to some extent to get the information about the feasibility or infeasibility of a path / difficulty in solving the path. Finally, this tool will generate the test cases for input program.

(4) The automatic test case generation tool will develop test cases based on best available testing criteria that will provide the assurance of complete possible testing and also provide the information about the termination of the testing process. Unit testing is used for this research by analysis of all testing strategies [14].

3. Path Testing

Path Testing is a testing technique in which a set of paths are selected from the domain of all possible paths through the program [3].

Consider one example:

```c
if(abc<0)
{
In this part, there is no definition of any variable.
}
```

And the else part does not exist.

It is analyzed to use path testing for the test case generation [8]. Next issue is about testing criteria. Suitable test criteria can be the way to divide the program input domain into a path. The path coverage is the strongest criteria in the path testing family [1, 14].

4. Automatic Test Case Generation Tool

For automatic test case generation, Computer Based Testing technique - Symbolic Execution is used. Symbolic Execution is performed using Random Testing Based Automatic Test Data Generation technique, for this Automatic Test Case Generation Tool.

5. CONTROL FLOW GRAPH

CFG stands for Control Flow Graph. It describes the logical structure of the program. It consists of nodes and edges. Actually it is a directed graph which shows the all possible ways [2,6] for the flow of control through the program beginning from the start node to the exit node of
the program. These various possible flows of control through the program are the various possible paths through the program. A CFG function is created which is having a class field collate and resources field resource Culture and resource Man. It has a function put Braces InfElse to put braces in if else structure in proper format for CFG. Other function loop To IfFormat is used to convert loop in if statement for creating graph. loopConversionResult to convert in return conversion for loop.

Consider one simple example to better understand the concept of CONTROL FLOW GRAPH.

```
1- #include<stdio.h>
2- void main()
3- {
4- int a,b,c,flag;
5- cout<<“enter three sides of a triangle:;”;
6- scanf(“%d%d%d”,&a,&b,&ccout<<”
7- cout<<“Side A is : %d”+ a;
8- cout<<“Side B is : %d”+ b”;
9- cout<<“Side C is : %d”+c”; 
10- if((a<b+c) && (b<a+c) && 
11- (c<a+b))
12- flag=1;
13- else
14- flag=0;
15- if(flag)
16- if((a==b) && (b==c))
17- cout<<“equilateral triangle”;
18- else
19- if ((a! = b) && (a!=c) && 
20- (b!=c))
21- cout<<“scalene”; 
22- else
23- cout<<“isosceles”; 
24- else
25- cout<<“not triangle”; 
26- cout<<“end of program”;
```
5.2 CONTROL FLOW GRAPH Matrix

CFG Matrix is the adjacency matrix of the Control Flow Graph (directed graph).

What are feasible paths?
Feasible paths are the paths for which some input data is available to execute them and for infeasible paths vice-versa.

6. Symbolic Execution

This technique can be used to test a program by computing full symbolic output values or it can also be used to generate test cases for a program. During the symbolic execution of a program, the actual data values are replaced by symbolic values. In symbolic execution, the input variables of a program are assigned symbolic values. These symbolic values are fixed and unknown.

Symbolic execution basically distinguishes between two types of statements, one is the assignment statement and the other is decision making / branching statement.

Refer Fig. 4 to have a clear understanding. At node 1, the condition for decision making/branching is (A>0 & B>0 & C>0). If (A>0 & B>0 & C>0) yields true then, the control flow of the program will move from node 1 to node 3 and if (A>0 & B>0 & C>0) yields false then, the control flow of the program will move from node 1 to node 2.

So, during symbolic execution, the predicate expression for case (where condition (A>0 & B>0 & C>0) is true) is expressed as (A>0 & B>0 & C>0) and in other case (when condition (A>0 & B>0 & C>0) is false), the predicate expression will be !(A>0 & B>0 & C>0). Similarly, it will be done for each decision making / branching statement.

Finally, for a particular path, all the predicates expressions are conjunctively joined to form path predicate expression.

This path predicate expression will contain the input and internal variables in terms of symbolic values. Suppose if path: Node1-> Node3-> Node4 ->Node14 is considered. Then, the symbolic evaluation of this path yields the following path predicate expression:

\((A>0 \& \& B>0 \& \& C>0) \text{ AND } !(A+B+C \& \& B<A+C \& \& C<A+B))\)

Now, using random testing the symbolic values are placed by randomly generated values and the values which will satisfy this path predicate expression, means those set of values can execute the path and the set of values is one test data for the program.

6.1 Random Testing Technique
Random Testing Technique is used in this automatic test case generation tool to select values randomly from the input domain of the program input variables. These randomly generated values are assigned to the symbolic values and then the predicate expressions for all decision making nodes in a path are joined using logical AND to form a conjunctive clause for that particular path. Then, randomly generated values are used to satisfy the conjunctive clause. The values which will be able to satisfy the conjunctive clause for a path become the test data for that path to execute.

7. Conclusion and future work

During the Whole life cycle of software testing plays an important role. There are various issues related to the instrumentation of input program and symbolic testing of the program in the testing framework. Instrumentation of input program and symbolic execution of the program are necessary steps to generate test cases. In the testing framework, this research identifies various problems and issues and provides solutions to overcome these problems and to handle the related issues. In the future it is possible to remove all errors and improve more the quality of software by using Genetic algorithm technique to use static technique for test case generation.
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